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Las Vegas Tournament News  
2003 NTRA and SunCoast Tournament News and Notes    

The weekend of Jan 16-20 brought together hundreds of North America’s best horseplayers for two 
$250,000 tournaments.  The membership of HTR was well represented with 14 of us participating.  Four 
of those were qualifiers to the NTRA/DRF National Handicapping Championship held at Bally’s Hotel.  
The Coast-to-Coast Super Tournament was held at the SunCoast and Barbary Coast hotels and there were 
11 HTR subscribers with 23 total entries.  Tommy Castillo was involved in both events.  His own ‘diary’ 
and perspective on the events appear herein on page-4 along with thoughts from Don Marconi and myself 
on the respective tournaments. 
 
The NTRA tournament (final) crowns the “Handicapper of the Year” and is a complimentary contest for 
those invited.  Contestants receive free airfare and hotel accommodations at Bally’s as well.  To be 
invited, the players had to have finished highly in one of the many racetrack, satellite or on-line qualifiers.  
Congratulations to our members listed below that were among the select 213 people that qualified for this 
year’s big event from over 40,000 competitors in North America in 2002 .     
 

Tommy Castillo (TX) qualified by finishing 4th at the Sioux Falls, SD satellite tourney last June. 
 

Cliff Hartnitt (TX) finished 4th at the Lone Star qualifier in June. 
 

Don Marconi (PA) was 4th at the Turf Paradise tournament, an 8-man qualifier in December. 
 

Bob Ramos (IL) finished 3rd at the Arlington Park contest in September. 
 

Note: William Jackson (NY) was a member of HTR when he won the Belmont qualifier last May.  Citing personal 
problems, Jackson suspended his download subscription in the fall.  I assume he was at Bally’s, but I did not make 
contact and he was never listed among the top point earners at any time.  
 
The chart below details the official results at the NTRA from the entire field of players including the 
media (out about 250 total competitors) to compare where the HTR foursome finished.  Thanks to Don 
Marconi for providing this information  
 
Name                Score         Finish       
Steve Wolfson Jr.    278           001 
 

Don Marconi          116           066 
Cliff Hartnitt       109           081 
Bob Ramos            088           119 
Tommy Castillo       022           223 
 
The NTRA tournament is a two-day event (Fri – Sat) and the contestants make 15 selections per day.  The 
mythical wager is $2 win-place.  The total wagered is therefore $60/day or $120 over two days.  The win-
ner, Steve Wolfson Jr., had a final gross total of $278, which is a record.  Junior was probably a surrogate 
2nd entry for his father (finished 4th) and they are the son and grandson of the famous Louis E. Wolfson 
of Kentucky.  Does that name ring a bell?  They owned the awesome Affirmed, the last Triple Crown 
winner in 1978.  I guess they know a thing or two about thoroughbred racing!  
 
Don Marconi was the top scorer from HTR with a respectable $116 total.  He beat 70% of the players.  
While he wasn’t happy with his tournament performance (read below), he was even more disappointed 
that his hometown Phila-Eagles lost their playoff game that weekend.  He had purchased expensive Super 
Bowl tickets and was off to San Diego if they had beaten Tampa Bay in the NFC championship game.   
 

Marconi feels he made two critical errors at the NTRA tournament   
   

Friday (Jan 17) AQU-4  $63 winner.  “This was a typical HTR Fr1 bomb, but it was very early in the 
contest and I was still a bit overwhelmed and staying cautious; plus the QT3 = 21 for the race, threw me”. 
 

Saturday (Jan 18) GP-10  $57 winner.  “Another standout Fr1 play and I knew you guys at the SunCoast 
would be all over it.  Race had a high QT3, but the odds were so good, I should have played it anyway.  I 
learned a lot from this experience and won’t make these mistakes next time!”    
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Las Vegas Tournament News  
SunCoast Tournament News and Notes  

 

At the SunCoast there were 23 total entries bought by a dozen HTR members.  That represents about 6% 
of all the entries in the contest (420+).  At the end, those from HTR took home about 17% of the available 
prize money  
 
George Smith (MA) finished 3rd and 29th and took home about $25,000 – outstanding tournament player. 
 

Mike Mayo (TX) finished 5th and received a check for about $7,000 – ultra consistent. 
 

Gabby Armstrong (TX) finished 14th and 28th and wound up with a tidy $4,000 – he’s improving. 
 

Barbara Buckley (NoCal) finished 15th for $2,700 – talented handicapper and tops among the ladies. 
 

Ken Massa (SoCal) as usual, the last contestant to arrive at the contest, finished 22nd and won $1,300. 
 

Bob Barbaro (NoCal) finished 40th and won $1,000 – nice going for his first tourney check in Nevada. 
 

The stalwart Tommy Castillo (TX) rallied from far back in the pack to pick up $800 in 47th.. 
 
The SunCoast had a $500 entry fee.  Players made 3-days of selections with nine plays per day (as 
opposed to the Orleans 12-plays).  Tracks used were AQi, FG, GP, LRL and SA.   
 

Len Friedman was the winner with a strong 9,082 points.  If that name sounds familiar, Friedman is 
Ragozin’s long time partner with The Ragozin Sheets.  He is the one credited with most of the advance-
ments in form-cycle analysis and understanding of speed figure handicapping.  As did many of the HTR 
prize winners, Friedman scored with $57 winner Oflee Wild in the Holy Bull Stakes at GP on Sat Jan 18.  
His moniker on thesheets.com message board is “robespierre” and here is his reply to a post about why he 
picked the horse  
 

I'm also reluctant to play horses first time going long, but it was much more the 25-1 than the breeding 
that encouraged me on this one. The line was relatively strong and the horse to me was one of 5 or 6 main 
contenders in the race. The breeding for stretching out was at least OK, but the odds made me crazy 
enough to take a shot on him. This was one case where the photo went my way--a little luck never hurts. 
 
Interesting that he does not mention early speed as a reason for the selection.  Sheet promoters publicly 
snub pace as a factor.  What they use privately we can only speculate, but it is smart propaganda for final-
time-speed-figure sellers to ignore and even ridicule pace and early speed methods for the benefit of their 
customers.  For HTR players at the SunCoast, the horse’s superior edge in Fr1 and E/P was the over-
whelming reason for selecting it, along with its outstanding dirt-route pedigree rating.  But alas, as Fried-
man notes, the odds were crazy and that was primary motivation for a contest bullet for all of us.  
 
Something else was interesting and worth noting about Friedman and a few others in this contest.  They 
used a strategy I’ll call identical twin entries.  They purchase two entries and bet matching selections on 
the first two days of the contest.  That’s right, they wager the same horse on both tickets.  This is a ‘feast 
or famine’ method that requires a good early score to be successful.  If you can pile up points on the first 
two days, you will enter the third day with a huge opportunity to win because you have contending 
chances with both your tickets.  However, if you ‘zero’ the first 15 or 20 plays, you have destroyed both 
opportunities.  Most player bet separately when they have two entries, feeling that the odds of hitting 
longshots is so low that they stand a better chance by firing away and getting one in the bank, then that 
becomes their “good” ticket.  If the “bad” ticket continues to zero, they flail away on 50/1 horses without 
the least bit of caution.  This strategy is the one normally used by ‘Coast contest winners with 2 entries.  
In some cases it is the “bad” ticket that gets the money because there is “nothing to lose” and they may 
get lucky and hit 2 or 3 monsters unexpectedly - and turning the “bad” ticket into another “good” one!  
These tournaments are great fun and a stimulating mental challenge.  I hope you will join us at the 
Orleans again in April.  Don’t forget that you can win a free entry to the Orleans contest ($500) by win-
ning our HTR on-line tournament Feb 7-24.  See page 12. 
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Las Vegas Tournament News  
Tommy Castillo’s NTRA Championship Tournament Diary  

 

For the second year in row, Tommy Castillo qualified for NTRA championship.  He also entered the SunCoast tour-
nament being held at the same time.  His thoughts and analysis of the events and tournaments are presented here 
exclusively again.  Tommy is one of a handful of extremely loyal users that have subscribed continuously to HTR 
from the very beginning of our download partnership with HDW in 1995.  His home is Dallas, Texas.  His second 
home is the “Black Mariah”, a custom van conversion that is an apartment on wheels while on the road to the many 
tournaments he attends. 
 
Tuesday Jan 14 Las Vegas 
Arrived Las Vegas after a tough weekend fight with the flu that had my wife and I very sick for a few days.  
I’m drained but feeling excited as I pull the “Black Mariah” into a safe parking spot near Bally’s, where it 
will remain for the duration of the tournaments.  I walk over to the Barbary Coast, site of the satellite Sun-
Coast tournament, to scout the seating arrangements.  Looking for a good table with an easy view of the 
televisions and one that is near electrical outlets for the laptops.   
 
Wed Jan 15 Barbary Coast Hotel 
I’m second in line at 5am to grab my selected table.  I save chairs for Gabby and Ross Gallo and our 
friend Sean, but don’t have to worry about Mayo (sitting elsewhere) or Massa (at SunCoast) this time. 
That done I stroll back to the Mariah to wait for hotel check-in at Bally’s.  Later that day I meet with the 
arriving Ross, Mike and Gabby for drinks and a few laughs.  Then we head to our rooms to study for the 
opening round at the SunCoast tournament that begins Thursday morning with Laurel and Aqueduct. 
 
Thursday Jan 16  Barbary Coast – start of SunCoast 
Ok, I’m entered in both the SunCoast (Thur – Sat) and the NTRA (Fri-Sat) so I decided to play all my 
SunCoast selections in advance after getting the scratches and looking at the MLO.  I’ll do this on Thurs-
day as practice for the next two days when my focus has to be on the NTRA races.  While this is a blind 
approach and certainly has drawbacks, my only other alternative was to pass up a $300,000 ‘Coast tour-
nament – I don’t think so!  
 
I’m in my seat at the Barbary by 8am.  Made several of my east-coast plays after inputting the scratches.  
My first play of the tournament is at Laurel race-1 and I bet the #2 horse as my first of 18 plays (I have 
two entries and each allows 9 plays per day).  The horse is an Ev-1 (PL-5) after a scratch and a 15/1 ML 
and goes off at 9/1 on the board.  He presses the pace, launches a bid at mid-stretch and wins by a neck 
paying $20.20!   Hey, I’m leading the tournament and feeling like “this is easy!” 
 
Unfortunately the remainder of the day isn’t as productive.  That LRL-1st race selection is the only winner I 
hit in 18 tries.  I have confirmed throughout the day that my biggest hurdle will be pre-selecting horses 
from the Morning Line that end up dropping drastically on the board.  For example, one of my early selec-
tions was the 9th at LRL with tempting ML odds of 15/1.  The horse leaves the gate at 5/2! and loses.  
Obviously I would never play such a low priced runner in a tournament under normal circumstances.  I 
now recognize how difficult my task is, but such is life. 
 
Bally’s Hotel 
Time now to join in some of the NTRA/DRF Championship festivities across the street at Bally’s.  There is 
a special glass enclosed room that is reserved for players and overlooks the racebook – very spiffy – and 
that is where the contestants register and receive their id badges and goodies.  As always, I carefully 
check out the tournament seating and arrangements for maximum advantage.  Over at the bar I join my 
fellow HTR qualifiers Marconi, Ramos and Hartnitt for some good times and adult beverages.  Massa has 
summoned us all together, we are joined by a dozen other friends and everyone is in a great mood.  After 
lots of hugs and high-fives, the qualifiers head to the NTRA reception party for more free booze, mingling 
with celebrities and contestants, the Penthouse girls, media and lots of laughs.   
 
The fun ends, its time to get serious and I head to my room to prepare for tomorrow’s battles. 
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Las Vegas Tournament News  
Tommy Castillo’s NTRA Championship Tournament Diary  

 

Friday Jan 17 
I’m in my seat at the Barbary by 8am awaiting early scratches.  Not much time to get my 9 selections in 
for the SunCoast and then hustle across the street to Ballys for the first mandatory race.  Seated at 
Bally’s now there is 12 minutes to post for the GP-2, this is the first of the 8 mandatory races we must bet 
this day.  My top selection is 5-1 on the board, normally too low a price to expend a bullet, but I decide to 
go with it here because I need some time to get settled and organized for the day.  Actually, GP-2 was a 
very promising longshot heat at 8.3D with a Vi rated at 25.  The winner does pay $13.80, but it is not my 
pick.  My horse finishes next to last, beating only a lame runner that was vanned off in the meat wagon.  
That may have portended my whole day – I lose every wager at both SunCoast and NTRA tournaments – 
a pitiful 0 for 33.   
 
Out of disgust with myself, I cancel all dinner and social plans for the evening.  Instead I take very long 
lonely walk around some unlit streets off the strip with a huge glass of bourbon and ice.  I ended up with a 
slightly sore neck from constantly shaking my head in disbelief and a sore right foot from kicking the curb! 
I get back to my room after an hour or so of this self-abuse and review all my plays for the day to assess 
my personal performance.  My only real mistake was in the 9th at AQU, a mandatory race.  My top choice 
was 7-1, my 2nd pick was at 9-1 and my third choice was a 10-1.  I write these odds down on my printout, 
next to the program number.  I must have registered the odds as program number in my haste and mis-
takenly played the #10 as my tournament selection.  After realizing the error and shouting some exple-
tives I quickly rushed to fill out a new slip and then ran back to cancel and thought I had played the right 
horse.  The race goes off and I look at my bet slip again.  This time I have the #9, but that wasn’t the right 
horse either, I was supposed to play #12 at 9/1 odds!!  As fate always has it, #12 rolls home and pays 
$19.20.  Two mistakes in the same race, but it really had no effect on my overall standing.   
 
Saturday Jan 18 
Back in my seat at 8am at the Barbary feeling like a fighter that is way overmatched and has been 
punched out pretty good for 8 rounds of a 12 round fight.  Not much hope for me in either tournament but 
no reason to quit trying either.  I play solid picks at the SunCoast on my ‘good’ entry (1000 points from 
Thursday LRL winner), but swing for the fences with the other ticket, as it has zero points.  At the NTRA, 
with zero points, I shoot for the moon too.  If I can hit 2 or 3 bombs on the same ticket at either place, 
might be able to pick up some ‘day money’.    
 
By the time I get my first winner at the SunCoast on Saturday, it is late in the day and I’m running out of 
ammunition.  But I will not go quietly – in the 10th at GP, my top selection #10 Oflee Wild (the key play for 
all top prize winners in both tournaments) was looming around 23/1.  I had this horse so highly rated that I 
had used him on the ‘good’ ticket at the SunCoast, so at least that one was locked in.  But at the NTRA I 
was lured by a 60/1 shot, the top late speed horse in this 3yr stakes race.  Amazingly, the 60/1 drops to 
26/1 while my top pick, the #10, wins at an inflated 27/1.  Incredibly the 2nd choice actually dropped lower 
in odds than my top pick.  To add salt to the wound, I recall that the NTRA has a cap of $42.00 win any-
way.  60/1 or 20/1, it makes no difference in the tournament points.  Getting late in the day now and the 
6th at SA I have a good play at 29/1.  He runs huge and just misses to a FTS.  The Place money counts at 
the NTRA and I pick up the maximum ($22), but honestly, I would rather finish with zero points than a 
paltry 22!  It doesn’t matter if you finish 11th or 211th in this tournament, the take home pay is still the 
same – zero.  They only pay off the top 10.   
 
Attention back on the SunCoast now, they pay up to 50th place and I’m closing in after that big winner at 
GP.  My final selection on the ‘good’ ticket is #9, SA-8th race.  He races 5-wide and rallies for the victory at 
7/1, and that rallies me as well, enough points to wind up in 47th place and check for about $800.   
 
Sunday Jan 19 – Epilog 
Time to calm down and assess the week of tournament play.  Such a small, but memorable slice of life 
these tournaments - full of adventure, intensity, friendship and fun.  Under scrutiny, I didn’t play as well as 
I should have, especially given my experience, but none of the mistakes cost me anything major.  I’ll go to 
work on improving things when I get home and put my programmer (KM) to work with some changes that 
will help avoid visual errors and enhance my selection strength; I’ll reload and come right back firing at 
‘em in the next one!  (Next up for Tommy is Reno Hilton on Feb 7).    
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 Las Vegas Tournament News  
Final Thoughts on the Tournaments  

 

Much appreciation to Tommy C. for sharing his memoirs of the NTRA weekend with us again.  Did you 
notice that he had just 3 winners in 27 tries (11%) at the SunCoast to finish in the top 50 and cash once 
again in a major tournament.  Is that a reflection of how well Tommy played or how poorly the competi-
tion fared?  I guarantee you that the majority of players at the SunCoast had more winners than he did – 
but scoring with low priced horses is meaningless unless you already have amassed a few thousand 
points.  HTR players succeed because they have clear and immediate visuals on potential price plays, and 
recognize overlays on the spot.  Most of the other players are buried in stacks of papers and are handicap-
ping by the sheer brute force of information and that is very tedious and time-consuming labor.  After all 
that work they feel compelled to back the “best” horse in the race even if the odds are 2/1.    
 
Tommy will be the first to tell you that “handicapping” to locate the ‘best’ horse or find the surest winner 
doesn’t work to win tournaments.  His goal is to play selections that are ‘determined contenders’ at odds 
the public has left unnoticed on the board.  Favorites and low priced speed figure standouts suffer from 
the same random misfortunate that befalls all runners in the tight physical geometry of North American 
racing.  In the short span of a two or three day tournament, there is no point in spending long hours buried 
in past-performances to locate two or three solid plays.  Even if they win, you accomplish nothing in the 
standings.  Those players without computers (most) are at a severe disadvantage to those of us that can 
instantly spot hidden longshot potential from our readouts.   Luck is always the final arbiter at a contest, 
but the same skillful and resourceful (computer assisted) players tend to cash at nearly every tournament.  
A few will eventually have enough good fortune to reach the top and deliver a $100,000 payday.   
 
With more and more players beginning to understand the difference between tournament play and regular 
money horse betting (see page 11 book review), how can we continue to out-perform our opponents at 
each contest?   Here are a few of my thoughts and suggestions…. 
 
• You can devise an unconventional strategy such as Len Friedman used to win at the SunCoast (see 

page 3), playing matching entries and hope for early success.  How about my usual strategy? – show 
up late and hold on to those bullets to the bitter end.   It seems to give everyone a good laugh when I 
finally stumble in around noon, but if the favorites have been winning all morning (likely), then I’m 
in good shape with all the bullets left to fire.  Another method involves playing two entries back to 
back rather than concurrently.  In other words, you work with your “A” ticket until all the picks are 
used up.  Then start on the “B” ticket with a fresh set of picks.  The theory here is that most players 
get hot and hit longshots in clusters.  This method may help to get them all on the same ticket rather 
than splitting them.     

 

• One method of out-witting your opponents in a tournament is to seek out plays at less popular tracks 
such as Laurel or Fairgrounds, Golden Gate or Turfway.  Most players are concentrating on the same 
races  – i.e. Aqueduct, Gulfstream, and then Santa Anita get the most television space and are the 
racetracks most familiar to experienced handicappers.  Between 11am and 2pm there is a beehive of 
activity when all tracks are running at once.  If a NY race goes at 12:02pm, the Maryland or Louisi-
ana track may have a race at 12:04pm and most players will have not time to recover from their 
attention on the main screen to consider a potential play in quick succession.  Almost all tournament 
players are victims of the time crush in the early afternoon when too much is happening and they 
inevitably need to sacrifice one location for another – and can pass up a good winner in the frenzy.   

 
If you are attending the Orleans tournament in April, here is a summary of points needed to keep you in contention.  
Single Day Goal = 3300 points; 4000-5000 points would earn you a daily cash prize.  If you score 1000 – 2000 on 
the first day, you are ok, but now must lift the 2nd day goal to 4000-5000 points.  If at zero after Day-1; you must 
shoot for a 5000-point day on both Friday and Saturday.  This requires that everything you bet should be higher than 
14/1 odds.  If you can finish above 5000 points at the end you will usually cash a check.  As an example of point 
scoring, a $20.00 winner will award you 1100 points.  Players receive 12 plays per day, 36 in all.  Most tournament 
champs will hit 5-7 winners during the 3-day event and at least 2 of those will be horses paying $50 or more. 
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Systems and Angles 
The 1-2-3 System  

 

A longtime subscriber sent me a photocopy of a mechanical system titled “Handicapping – As Easy as 
One, Two, Three” by Bruce McClarren.  I cannot tell from the copy where this one originated or when it 
was published (or sold).  It looks like it may have been an article from American Turf Monthly.  There are 
several clues, as you will see from the method, that it is probably dates from the 1970-1980’s era.  It has 
many elements of similar point methods sold in earlier decades that have been recycled and touted 
through mail order or printed in books or magazines.  There have been dozens of variations of this one, 
and many handicappers that still swear by them.  I observed people punching their hand-held calculators 
at Vegas tournaments with similar systems on many occasions. 
 
These systems were wildly popular before the era of computers and the Internet put them up to scrutiny.  
This one contains all the favorite characteristics of a mechanical approach, so I thought it would be of 
interest to present here and give it a valid examination with a large sample.  The “1-2-3” has five items to 
look at and score with a +1, +2, or +3 points for each horse.  The horse with the highest final total is the 
selection.  There are a few problems to overcome in transferring this system to modern day computer 
analysis as I will explain, but I overcame them all and certainly made it a more accurate method than the 
author could have envisioned when he wrote it.  I don’t know whether that will help or hurt his credibility 
at this point, but my results will be 100% objective. 
 
1-2-3 Handicapping Method 
 

(1) Raced Last 
+3 if raced within the last 8 days 
+2 if raced within 9-15 days 
+1 if layoff more than 15 days. 
 

This is the easiest part of the system to score.  In the pre-1990’s era of horseracing (before drugs got seri-
ous) thoroughbreds were much heartier and raced more often.  So this layoff scale is a bit outdated and 
too narrow for today’s thoroughbred, but I’ll score it exactly as shown for the sake of purity.    
 
(2) Class Last Race 
+3 if last race was 20% higher than today’s level. 
+2 if within 20% of today’s level 
+1 if 20% or more below today’s level 
 

The author admits that this is the most ambiguous part of the scoring.  But it isn’t difficult for HTR to 
quantify this from our Race Level Pars and remain true to the system’s intent.  I’ll score a horse dropping 
down 3-levels or more with the +3.  And if rising three-levels they will get the +1 points.  All other horses 
will fit neatly in the +2 category.  This is much more accurate than trying to compare claiming or purse 
values as they had to do with many of these systems historically. 
 
(3) Final Time Speed Ratings 
+3 if ranked 1 or 2 with C90 (best Cramer speed figure last 90 days) 
+2 if ranked 3, 4, 5 with C90 
+1 if ranked 6th or worse, or if the horse did not have a C90 rating (layoff, FTS, etc) 
 

Here is a case where I had to improvise on the system.  The author was using the old Racing Form speed 
index (not the Beyer figure, the older DRF figure based on track records) in its raw form, without the 
variant.  This made it real clear to me that the system was at least 30 years old.  Anyway, I decided on the 
above point values based on our Cramer speed figures that I guarantee would be an improvement over his 
crude calculation of comparative final time speed. 
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Systems and Angles 
The 1-2-3 System – Test Setup 

 

 (4) Early Speed (1st Call Last 3 races) 
+3 if total is 3 
+2 if total is 4, 5, 6 
+1 if 7 or more 
 

This one was duplicated exactly as the original method indicated.  Add up the 1st call position (2f sprints, 
4f routes) from the last three starts and total them.  What happens if the horse has only one or two lifetime 
starts?  Well, as with many point systems, they don’t get into such details!  As you’ll see later, I overcome 
many of those kinds hurdles by filtering out certain race types.  To accommodate horses with just 1 or 2 
rated races, I used a simple extrapolation method that gives them a comparable score. 
 
(5) Consistency (use current year if 4 or more starts, else use current + previous year win rate) 
+3 if the horse has a 33% or better rate 
+2 if the horse’s win mark is 20% - 32% 
+1 for those below 20%  
 

This rule is obviously easy to compute exactly as stated from our data.  However, as I said in the previous 
paragraph, the author doesn’t fill in potential “holes” in the system.  The first thing that comes to mind is 
how to deal with maidens that have a zero win percentage.  And what about a horse that is 1 for 1 life-
time?  Or what to do with one that has fewer than 4 starts in the rating period?  No matter, we can simply 
filter out the potential problem races and most of these horses not enter into the picture. 
 
The author also stipulates two optional eliminators.   
• Eliminate any horse that did not beat half its field in the last start. 
• Eliminate those runners that show increasing tote odds from their last 3 starts. 
 

I’ll run the main test first and then retest it with the elimination rules to see … 
 
If you are thinking by now that this is really an exercise to teach the reader the process of research and 
test setup, you are correct.  I don’t have any idea what kind of results this simple system will bring, but 
I’m going to give it maximum potential benefit and you should do the same when testing any angle or 
spot play.  Don’t force a mechanical method of play to conform to all races.  In this case we can relieve 
the most of the problems by filtering out broad categories of race types.  Maidens should be completely 
eliminated from a test of this type: no win%, FTS, lightly races horses with fewer than 3 starts, etc. will 
cloud the results considerably.   
 
Grass races tend to have a larger share of unknown and layoff horses.  In the era that this system was 
written, there was far less turf racing than today and it makes sense to eliminate them.   Other filters I use 
include eliminating any race with a distance shorter than 5.5f or greater than 9.0f, and removing races 
conditioned for 2yr and 3yr only, prevents problems with lightly raced types.  Finally, I’ll eliminate races 
with a purse less than $5000 to insure we are testing sound thoroughbreds in worthwhile betting races.  
 
Analysis of system 
The layoff, class and consistency (win%) categories won’t have much impact on the score as the vast 
majority of thoroughbreds racing today will get +1 in each of those. The final time speed and early run-
ning position will have the greatest effect.  The other items will be primarily separators.   But they are 
logical separators that will show up often enough to impact the scoring – class drop, quick return or high 
win percentage.  With all horses scoring in a narrow range between +5 and +15, lots of ties are going to 
cause problems with an accurate ranking assessment.  To break the ties I divided the HTR2001 trainer 
rating by 1000 and tack it on to the score.  For example, a horse scores +9 points from the system and has 
a trainer rated 350.   With the tiebreaker, the new score would be 9.350 for comparison.  This tiebreaker 
can never change the initial system point ranking; it only serves to separate the horses that have exact 
matching final scores. 
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Systems and Angles 
1-2-3 System Tested 

 

As you just read, the test setup was very thorough.  That extra effort will give us high confidence in the 
outcome of the test results below.  There are problems and pitfalls with virtually every spot play or 
mechanical selection tool.  No single testing method can be applied to all races.  Longshots are defined as 
horses paying $15 or more or 6.5-1 odds and higher at post-time.    
 
Test Results  1-2-3 Point System  Older non-maiden races 5.5f – 9.0f dirt.  365-day Sample 
 

Plays    Win%   ROI    W+P%     Longshots       Favorites 
 

19482    22.8  0.82   40.3      10.7% (0.81)    39.6% (0.85) 
 

Analysis 
Results are poor for the overall sample and this method is unproductive with longshots.  However, it does 
enhance the win rate among public favorite.  In other words, if you were to bet only those favorites that 
were top-ranked by this method, you would hit nearly 40% winners.  There are superior angles for chalk- 
evaluation though, such as the Vi score discussed last year in this newsletter.      
 
Let’s try adding the two eliminations rules (see page 8) and run the test again and see if they have any 
effect on the results or play frequency.   
 
Test Results  1-2-3 Point System  Older non-maiden races 5.5f – 9.0f dirt.  One year Sample  
Elimination Rules Added 
 
Plays    Win%   ROI    W+P%     Longshots       Favorites 
 

18934    25.7  0.82   44.9      14.0% (0.84)    40.4% (0.86) 
 

Very interesting – the eliminators only took out about 500 of the previous qualifiers, but it does appear 
that nearly all of them lost.  The win percentages increased across the board, and pretty significantly in 
the case of the longshots.  But there was little change in the ROI because the eliminated pool was too 
small to have much impact on the overall result.  While the system itself does not appear to merit any 
follow up, the elimination methods just might get some further scrutiny.   
 
Before we give up on this one, let’s try separating the highest subset of the system horses – those with 
ratings +11 or higher.  A qualifier must score +3 in at least three of the method’s categories to gain +11 or 
more points.  These are the ‘cream of the crop’ for the “1-2-3” system, if they don’t perform, we’ll have 
to toss this one into “useless systems trash bin” along with a thousand others.  I’ll retain the eliminators 
for this test since they seem to enhance the selections  
 
Test Results  1-2-3 Point System  Older non-maiden races 5.5f – 9.0f dirt.  One year Sample  
Elimination Rules Added 
Test Qualifiers have _+11 or better score 
 
Plays    Win%   ROI    W+P%    Longshots       Favorites 
7297    26.4   0.81   46.2     13.8% (0.80)    42.4% (0.87) 
 
Mixed results when the ‘cream of the crop’ for the “1-2-3” are tested.  The win% does rise in all cases, 
but the ROI actually dropped overall – these horses are very obvious on paper and no doubt over-bet.  The 
favorites category did improve again though, so this system is as good as any when it comes to finding 
solid chalk.  
 
Summary - we gave the “1-2-3” a fair, accurate and thorough examination.  Probably more depth than 
anyone else has ever tested with such a system.  The only recommendation I can see with this method is 
as a solid stamp on the favorite.  Perhaps the elimination rules bear some follow up too. 
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HTR2001 Upgrade 
Return of the HTR-Consensus 

 

February 2003 version of HTR2001 adds a new report and rating by popular request.  It is a Windows 
version of the HTR-Consensus.  This was a favorite tool of many users in the older DOS software.  I did 
not initially add this screen to HTR2001 because many of the DOS-HTR factors had been eliminated or 
revised and the differences might have confused some people.  One of the reasons for re-tooling the 
Consensus now was to give users a larger printout (Font = 10).  For some, the small fonts required to 
print the more detailed reports is tough on the eyes, so this one was enlarged to help out.  View the 
report by clicking the [HTR] button at the top then set the screen-font to whatever you desire.  Here are 
the 8 elements of the new HTR-Consensus   
 
Ev – early speed ranking (Fr1); * = top ranked. 
Lv – late speed ranking (Fr2 + Fr3); * = top ranked. 
C90 – rank measure final time speed, (best Cramer fig last 90 days); * = has exceeded par. 
 

(K) – rank measure of overall ability; * = a highly rated (K) at 110 pts or more. 
 

PED – rank of pedigree rating at today’s dist/surf; * = highly rated (450+) pedigree.  
ACL – rank measure of class, (average competition level); * = top ranked. 
 

Jky – rank of Jockey rating; * =  exceeds  a 300 rating, top rider. 
Trn – rank of Trainer rating; * = exceeds  a 330 rating, top trainer. 
 
Note that the asterisk (*) is not always assigned to the top-ranking, many are used to mark exceptional 
situations regardless of rank. 
 
The eight diverse factors are tallied into Consensus points by multiplying the ranking by a variable coef-
ficient.  Those with top rankings obviously receive more points than those with lower ranks.  As in the 
previous DOS version, unknown horses and FTS will have their points adjusted so they are comparable 
with those that have all eight factors.  An “x” will display if the horse cannot be computed for that fac-
tor.  Those with “x” rankings (FTS) will not be at an unfair disadvantage as they receive compensating 
points from the rated factors (Ped, (K), Jky, Trn).  This will give us a strong sense of how the FTS or 
foreign shipper might fare against experienced competition.  This was a key visual in the DOS version 
and has been improved here.  The maximum score is 100 points, but those will be rare as the horse 
would have to rank #1 in every category.   
 
A few more notes on the HTR-Consensus:  If you change paceline mode (see new PL feature below) 
will change the Consensus velocity numbers and alter the sort in some cases.  While you may view the 
screen in any font desired, it prints in font size 10 for easy viewing, 4 races per page and extra space on 
the right for your notes. 
 
Tester 
The Consensus ranks 1 and 2 have been added to the test output as “HTR-1” and “HTR-2”.   
 

Export 
HX4 adds the HTR-Consensus number and its ranking nHTR and rHTR..  Download HX4.txt update. 
 

Interface 
The PL modes are now 6 buttons on the top right.  This allows you to choose and click in any order to 
change the Paceline method used. IMPORTANT – you may now toggle through the PL modes by tap-
ping your <SpaceBar>.  You’ll love this if you are a paceline mode ‘zapper’.  
 

BIAS Screen 
As of this writing (Feb 3) I was unable to complete programming on the new screen that will have its 
own interface for the track bias reports.  I’ll continue to work on it and may have a mid-month update.  
New options will include the ability to look at the 1-year data and detailed post-position statistics.   
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Book Review 
Handicapping Contest Handbook  by Noel Michaels 

 

HTR subscribers, readers of this newsletter and our message board are perhaps more informed about 
tournaments than any other handicapping organization around.  Networking and sharing of information 
and resources has paid off big time for dozens of our users – together taking in hundreds of thousands of 
dollars in tournament winnings over the last several years.  Perhaps we could have collectively written a 
user manual on tournament preparation and strategy, but it would be hard to top the excellent little hand-
book that Noel Michaels has put together.   
 
Michaels writes for Daily Racing Form.  He and Dave Tuley (DRF Las Vegas) do a tremendous service 
for tournament regulars by posting news and features nearly every week.   If you are a current or potential 
contest player, take time to read their columns on-line at www.drf.com; the insights and news they deliver 
is very informative for all handicappers. 
 
The Handicapping Contest Handbook remains true to its intent and does not venture into individual race 
analysis.  That is a big plus for this book and the author is to be commended for sticking to his subject 
throughout.  I’m always relieved to read a book on horse racing that doesn’t fill its pages with re-prints of 
DRF past-performances (and the inevitable brilliant analysis and winning selection by the author).  Here 
are some of the top highlights from the book     
 
• Past listings of major tournament winners and the point scoring and prize money - very good informa-

tion.  If you are going to enter a tournament, be sure you recognize what total score it takes to win so 
you can plan your strategy accordingly (see bottom of page 4 in this newsletter).   

 

BTW: the book recalls the largest handicapping tournament ever held in Nevada (over 900 entries) and 
the highest payout ever ($160,000 1st prize) occurred in October of 2000.  An HTR team of Tom Walters, 
Mike DeRienzo and John Buls finished 4th overall ($22k) and they were just one photo finish away from a 
much larger payday.  TomCat, MikeDee and Dawgfan were at the top of their game that weekend.  Read 
the (archived) HTR Newsletter from November 2000 for the complete story.    
 
• Interviews with tournament winners and veteran players and how they prepare and compete during 

the contest.  You will find most of these people competing at the big Nevada tournaments time after 
time.  There is some good humor and interesting war stories in this section. 

 
• A historical summary of how and why tournaments have become so popular and widespread.  Some 

of you may recall that the first ‘major’ took place at Penn National more than 20 years ago.  The story 
of how the Nevada hotels evolved the tournaments is well researched.  

 
• Strategy tips for competing that go beyond “bet longshots”.  Each tournament has a distinct set of 

rules and the player must adapt and lean to deal with whatever is necessary to remain competitive.   
One of the key tactics that he discusses is one that I urge every HTR player to follow – hold on to 
some of your “bullets” until the end, perhaps holding out one selection for the final race of the day.  It 
doesn’t matter how many people hear this advice, the majority of horseplayers are too eager to spring 
all their picks early in the day and after 3pm the crowded Vegas tournament room is nearly empty. 

 
This book is well-written, easy to read and is reasonably priced around $20.  Whether you are an expert or 
aspiring tournament player – you should read it.  Go to www.drf.com and click the link for book sales or 
go to www.amazon.com. 
 
 
 

http://www.drf.com/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0970014740/ricks
http://www.drf.com/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0970014740/ricks
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Late News – Tournaments / HTR People in the News 
 

There is still time to enter the HTR winter handicapping challenge.  Contact us by writing to  
 contest@homebased2.com 
 
Thanks to all of you that jumped on board so enthusiastically – looks like we will double our 
previous number of entries from last summer and it will be a real battle for that first prize of a 
comped entry at the Orleans in April.  I just hope the winner can get to Vegas that weekend 
(April 6) and take a free stab at $100,000.  If not, we’ll work something out for you.  
 
I do apologize to anyone that was expecting the new Bias screen to be ready with this month’s 
upgrade of HTR2001.  Ran into a few problems, but will solve them and hope to have an update 
later in February.  You can view the new screen by clicking the [Track Bias] button at the bottom 
of the main interface.  I did enhance the printout of the 1-month [BIAS] – much easier to read. 

 
HTR is a service of – 
 

KM Software 
PMB 315 
5024 Katella Ave 
Los Alamitos, CA  90720 
 

Voicemail:  714-366-1HTR 
Fax:  714-693-3399 
Email:  kmsoft@earthlink.net 
Free HTR website (software updates):  www.homebased2.com/km 

 
HTR Monthly Report is an on-line newsletter and is normally completed at the end of each month, then 
placed on the HTR member (download) web site.  This is not a free publication.  Monthly members of 
HTR can view the newsletter for no charge on-line, Adobe Reader software (free) required.  If you are not 
an HTR download customer, or prefer a printed version mailed to you, a newsletter subscription is avail-
able for a $79/year.  Comments and suggestions are always welcome. 
 
Products and services from KM Software 
HTR Unlimited Download: $119/mo includes the on-line edition of this newsletter. 
HTR Monthly Report newsletter: $79 for a one year subscription mailed 1st class. 
HTR Software FREE, requires download subscription for use. 
 Download the latest copy of HTR software from our web site. 

KM Software has been a licensed business in California since 1993. 

mailto:contest@homebased2.com
mailto:kmsoft@earthlink.net
http://www.homebased2.com/km
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